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DIRECTOR: 
Takeshi KOIKE (Animatrix “World Record”)

SCREENPLAY: 
Katsuhito ISHII
(“Shark Skin Man & Peach Hip Girl”, “Party 7”, etc.)
Yoji ENOKIDO
(“Neon Genesis Evangelion”, “Aim for the Top GunBuster2”)
Yoshiki SAKURAI
(“Ghost in the Shell: Stand Alone Complex”)

ORIGINAL STORY:
Katsuhito ISHII

MUSIC:
James SHIMOJI
(“Party 7”, “Survive Style 5+”)

SOUND:
Noriyuki SAKAMOTO

ANIMATION:
MADHOUSE
 (“The Girl Who Leapt Through Time”, “Paprika”)

ABOUT THE FILM

PRODUCTION YEAR:
2009

WORLD PREMIERE:
The 62nd Film Festival Locarno

LENGTH:
101min

COLORS:
Color

FORMAT:
Digital Cinema / High Definition

SCREEN RATIO 1:1.85, SOUND 5.1ch (6 channel)
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INTRODUCTION

Katsuhito Ishii, the creative wizard, has teamed up with sprited animator Takeshi Koike as director,
for the animation epic “REDLINE”. After 5 years of production, “REDLINE” will finally emerge in its
entirety.

“REDLINE” will be world premiered as part of Piazza Grande programming of Locarno International
Film Festival. The world’s most enormous, finest open-air cinema Piazza Grande holds up to
10,000 audience.

As a representative of Japanese animations, “REDLINE” will proudly demonstrate the potential and
new possibilities of 2D animation, amidst the current prominence of 3D animation.

In this year’s Locarno International Film Festival, the great retrospective event for Japanese
established animations, entitled “MANGA IMPACT” will take place as well.  “REDLINE” will be
released theatrically Spring 2010 in Japan.
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SYNOPSIS

The toughest and the most destructive underground car race in the universe, REDLINE, has
just begun! JP is a reckless driver oblivious to speed limits, and Sonoshee, one of his
competitors with whom JP is secretly in love with, is a hot girl determined to do whatever it
takes to stand on the winner’s podium.  In order to win the finals, they’re up against the
craziest drivers with their heavily armed and awesome road-tearing vehicles. On top of that,
during the race, they have to avoid military crackdown by the government because the race
is actually prohibited in Roboworld. The only help JP wants is the engine obtained and
custom tuned by his long time buddies, Frisbee the mechanic and Mogura Oyaji the junk
shop.  While cars crash and burn into flames, the race course becomes a merciless hell and
JP whips his ride into a dead heat. Who will survive to win in this mass-destruction race?!
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BIOGRAPHY
Director, Animation director, Mechanical designer and Animator. 

Born in 1968 in Yamagata-prefecture, Japan.

After joining the animation studio MADHOUSE, Koike has worked with director　
Yoshiaki Kawajiri for his renowned movies such as "Ninja Scroll" and "Vampire

Hunter D" as an animator and designer.

In 2000, Koike's distinguished original style of animation flowered in "Party 7,"
when he was selected as a lead animator for the opening animation sequence of

this feature film, directed by Katsuhito Ishii.  His "non-typical Japanese" style of
graphics gained widespread attention from both media and fans, and with his keen

sense of pop and hyperactive action animation, he established his position as an
animator to create "the most exciting and inspiring visual images."

Koike made his directorial debut in 2002 with an OVA film "Trava: Fist Planet" (co-
directed with Katsuhito Ishii).  He became known internationally with "World

Record," a segment from "The Animatrix" – the DVD released in 2003 featuring
nine animated short films based on the world of Wachowski Brothers' blockbuster

Hollywood film “The Matrix".  After directing animation sequences for a wide variety
of programs such as TV variety show ("SmaSTATION"), an animated TV series

(opening credit for "Samurai Champuru"), and feature films (animation segments
for "Taste of Tea" and "Nice no Mori"), he will be finally making his debut as

director of feature-length film in 2010 with the auto-racing animated feature film
"REDLINE.”

Takeshi KOIKE
(Director)
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BIOGRAPHY

Katsuhito ISHII
(Screenplay / Original Story)

Born in 1966, Katsuhito Ishii began his career as a director of
TV commercials in 1992, and has received numerous awards

in this field.  After directing the short film “The Promise of
August” (1996), he made a successful debut with the feature

film “Shark Skin Man and Peach Hip Girl” (1999).  “Party 7”
(2000) has become another box-office hit, and “The Taste of

Tea” (2004) was an official selection for the Cannes Film
Festival.
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DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
To everyone who is looking forward to watching “REDLINE”.

This car racing movie is originally written by Katsuhito Ishii.
I have been a big fan of him ever since I have seen his directed movie, “Shark Skin
Man and Peach Hip Girl”. Thus, I was very excited when I first read his plot plan of
“REDLINE”. As a director, character designer, mechanic designer, art designer, I
have been devoting my body and soul to this movie for five years.

Since I have a special feeling for every character in this story, I have put warm
passion for them, such as the main character JP, heroine Sonoshee, dark-hero
Lynchman, etc.

The final race, “REDLINE”, occurs in Roboworld.
The car action is similar to one of the famous action movies, “The Cannonball Run”.
My favorite part of the film is the idea of the military crackdown by the government
because the race is actually prohibited in Roboworld. I am very happy if you could
watch, and wait for the result of the race, and, of course, the love between JP and
Sonoshee.

Director, Takeshi
Koike
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CRITIC TALKS ABOUT THE DIRECTOR

“The creator Takeshi Koike is considered to have a particular style even in a Japanese animation
society, but in reverse it is such society which created a talented artist so distinctive such as himself.
One of his artistic roots is Yoshinori Kanada (*), the charisma of Japanese animation, who is renowned
as a genius animator for his adventurous deformation and rhythm, and was a member of drawing team
for “Galaxy Express 999 (銀河鉄道999)”,“Harmagedon (幻魔大戦)”, etc. It is not too much to say that
Kanada’s dramatic, vigorous representation of animation has heavily influenced drawing technique of
Japanese animation.

We can also trace back Koike’s root to another artist Yoshiaki Kawajiri, who’s gained worldwide acclaim
for his works such as “Ninja Scroll (獣兵忍風帖)”. Young Koike used to join for Kawajiri’s works, playing a
central role as an animator. Kawajiri’s stylish and cool sensation left strong impact on Koike’s works.

So, to summarize, Koike’s current style is made of two aspects: Kanada’s extreme epicurean
representation, and Kawajiri’s stylish and cool sensation. Furthermore, it embraces strong vivid feature
from American comic books, and its  fascination in design.  In other words, Koike brings together the
styles of two most evocative animation creators in Japan, and some  aspects of American comic books.
This mixture bears fruit in co-existence of excessive coolness and visual epicureanism. Recent
Japanese animation often pursue neatness, sometimes so much that it limits itself, but Koike has no
such tendency . Rather, he is leaping full force into the total opposite direction”.

* Kanada past away at the age of 57 on July 21, 2009.
Critique by Yuichiro Oguro aka. Anime Sama from Studio Yu
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WORLDWIDE SALES AGENT

TOHOKUSHINSHA FILM CORPORATION
Kentaro Yoshida / Ena Ogawa / Nobuki “Tommy” Ohnakatomi

Phone: +81-3-5414-0297 / Fax: +81-3-5414-0430
E-mail: kokusai@tfc.co.jp

www.tfc.co.jp / www.tfc-rights.com

Established in 1961, Tohokushinsha Film Corporation (TFC) has been and will continue to be at the forefront of great technological
and creative evolution in the media business. Today, TFC confidently leads in its four major business divisions: Media Production,
Distribution, Satellite Broadcasting and Commercial Film Production. TFC is co-produced of Good Night, and Good Luck by
George Clooney (2006) and Marie Antoinette by Sofia Coppola (2007), and is handling international sales of The Yin-Yang
MasterⅡ(2003), Survive Style 5+ (2004), TACHIGUI (2006).

International PR  Attach_ de Presse in LOCARNO : World Wide except Japan
Jean-Yves Gloor
t_l.  : +41-21-923 60 00
fax. :  +41-21-923 60 01
mobile:   +41-79-210 98 21
http://terrasse.ch/presse

PR for JAPAN in LOCARNO
Yuko Shiomaki
pictures dept.
tel: +81 80 1246 5869
picturesdept@picturesdept.com
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